Cardiac cell: a biological laser?
We present a new concept of cardiac cells based on an analogy with lasers, practical implementations of quantum resonators. In this concept, each cardiac cell comprises a network of independent nodes, characterised by a set of discrete energy levels and certain transition probabilities between them. Interaction between the nodes is given by threshold-limited energy transfer, leading to quantum-like behaviour of the whole network. We propose that in cardiomyocytes, during each excitation-contraction coupling cycle, stochastic calcium release and the unitary properties of ionic channels constitute an analogue to laser active medium prone to "population inversion" and "spontaneous emission" phenomena. This medium, when powered by an incoming threshold-reaching voltage discharge in the form of an action potential, responds to the calcium influx through L-type calcium channels by stimulated emission of Ca2+ ions in a coherent, synchronised and amplified release process known as calcium-induced calcium release. In parallel, phosphorylation-stimulated molecular amplification in protein cascades adds tuneable features to the cells. In this framework, the heart can be viewed as a coherent network of synchronously firing cardiomyocytes behaving as pulsed laser-like amplifiers, coupled to pulse-generating pacemaker master-oscillators. The concept brings a new viewpoint on cardiac diseases as possible alterations of "cell lasing" properties.